
A beautiful view. For the far-sighted.

160 years of hospitality. With state-of-the-art heating technology.varioproject

Hotel Schöne Aussicht
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Variotherm systems 
200 m2 VARIOCOMP FLOOR HEATING

TECHNOLOGY VarioComp floor heating
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VarioComp

1   Substructure

2   Compact panel 600 x 1000 mm

3   VarioProFile pipe 11.6 x 1.5 mm Laser

4   Compact filling compound

5   Floor covering

VarioProFile pipe 11.6 x 1.5 mm Laser
5-layer composite pipe

Only available from Variotherm: interior aluminium 

laserpipe – giving it an extremely stable form while 

remaining easy to bend. Profiled surface!

Optimised heat 

transfer 100% 

oxygen and steam 

diffusion-tight

And off we go! The suspended railway lifts off over the gentle slopes of 
the Elbe Valley in the beautiful city of Dresden. It is the oldest railway of 
its kind in the world, and its terminus is the timeless SCHÖNE AUS-
SICHT (BEAUTIFUL VIEW).

A peaceful, relaxing place, with an extremely pleasant atmosphere that 
refreshes the senses. Anyone who fancies a journey through time will feel 
at home in the SCHÖNE AUSSICHT Restaurant & Hotel. Of course, the 
atmosphere has changed over the company's 160-year history. However, 
the elegance of the Golden Twenties still shows through and enriches the 
entire ensemble today.

However, for a time, it seemed that the historic building would fall into 
ruin. It took four friends who came together in 2012 to restore SCHÖNE 
AUSSICHT again to what it had been for many decades: a cosy retreat with 

a great view of the city.

The completely refurbished hotel and restaurant's open design 
impresses with its generous proportions and lightness. Clear structures 
and a modern wall decor create transparency in which white and black 
dominate. The entire glass façade opens to the terrace, adding even more 
light and expansiveness.

No question: this is a successful complete refurbishment in every way. 
With its superslim panel thickness of just 20 mm, the VarioComp floor 
heating was the ideal choice for this gentle renovation project. Here, a 
historic atmosphere meets a tangible sense of well-being with intelli-
gently integrated heating technology. Now SCHÖNE AUSSICHT's beauti-
ful panorama has been supplemented with the outlook of low energy 
costs. Splendid!
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